In-Depth Research Scoring Rubric for ________________________________________________
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Complete TOC by
section, All sections
labeled

Complete TOC by
article and or color
coding, all sections
labeled

TOC, Sections

No TOC, no
sections

Glossary

No Glossary

Illegible, hard to
read, may be in
pencil, fewer
than 10 words

Hard to read, may
be in ink, fewer
than 10 words,
may be on cards

Ink, legible/neat, at
least 15 words,
NOT on cards

Typed or in ink,
organized, at least 20
words

Typed, organized by a
system (alpha, article,
etc.), at least 25 words

Bibliography

No
Bibliography

< 6 cited, not in
proper format,
unclear

<8 cited, some
may be proper
format

at least 8 cited,
most in proper
format

at least 9 sources,
proper format, easy to
read

12+ cited, All in proper
format, easy to read

Articles

No Articles

At least one
article in books,
periodicals,
internet, some
highlighting/notes/
PPT bullets
(incomplete/brief)

At least two article
in books,
periodicals,
internet, some
highlighting/notes/
PPT bullets, some
articles may seem
too brief

At least 9 articles,
highlighted, notes,
PPT bullets. Obvious
effort. Articles are of
obvious value to
learner, some articles
may be brief (NO
wikipedia sources)

At least 12+ articles,
highlighted, notes, PPT
bullets. Obvious effort.
Articles are of obvious
value to learner and
appear to be in depth.
(NO Wikipedia sources)

Little effort, Pride
not evident, may
appear messy

Generally okay,
titled, name of
student may be on
cover, doesnʼt
appear to be much
effort/pride

Binder is neat, clearly
titled, name of student
is on cover, photo/
artwork on cover,
effort/pride evident

All of level 3 plus that
something extra. Binder
is a stand-alone
example of effort and
pride.

N/A

N/A

Neatness/Effort
N/A

N/A

ToC Incomplete
&/or sections
partially labeled

2
N/A

NOTES:
separate effort and pride scale
sections labeled problem (tabs+toc) separate TOC and sections
articles section double points (make clear)
something about spelling, especially on title page/glossary/toc
name and topic on top of form...
glossary and bibliography on TOC

